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The results of a layout trade study of a full-span, trailing-edge flap system for the NASA
Common Research Model are presented. Previously developed analysis and design tools are
used to determine the potential performance benefits of several flap layouts on a highly
flexible version of the aircraft wing. The wing is first re-twisted for optimal aerodynamic
performance at the design cruise condition while addressing aeroelastic effects. Several flap
layouts are then installed on the new baseline wing. The deflection of each segment on all
flap layouts is then optimized for aerodynamic performance at an overspeed flight condition
to ascertain the effectiveness of each flap system. The results indicate that employing two-
segment flaps greatly improves overspeed performance as compared to using no or just
single-segment flaps. The study also showed that additional segments offer only incremental
improvements in performance. The results also show that using only four spanwise flaps can
produce meaningful performance gains. Overall, the trade study results suggest a simple
distributed flap system (four spanwise flaps with two segments each) can reduce the drag of
the Common Research Model by 13 counts at a Mach number that is 3.5% higher than the
design cruise point.
Nomenclature
CD = drag coefficient
CL = lift coefficient
CL,cruise = design cruise lift coefficient
CL,max = maximum lift coefficient
CM = pitching moment coefficient
Cp = pressure coefficient
it = horizontal tail incidence
x/c = chordwise fraction
M∞ = freestream Mach number! = flight angle of attack!max = maximum allowed flight angle of attack at cruise" = distributed flap deflections#w = spanwise wing twist distribution
 I.  Introduction
The weight of a transport aircraft will vary significantly throughout a typical long-range flight mission due to
fuel-burn. Transport wings are usually designed for either a single cruise flight condition or by using a weighted
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combination of multiple design flight conditions. Such a compromise is made to produce a wing that has near-opti-
mal performance for most of the cruise segment of the mission, but this means that the wing design is rarely optimal
for any particular flight condition. Step-climb trajectories can reduce this deviation from the optimum, and continu-
ous cruise-climb can effectively eliminate it. However, increasing air traffic has limited the utility of these trajecto-
ries, especially in the case of cruise-climb. To compound matters, modern aircraft wings are becoming increasingly
flexible due to the use of composite materials to reduce weight. For instance, the Boeing 787 Dreamliner exhibits
roughly a 10% semispan wing-tip deformation at cruise, which is nominally twice what similar aircraft with alu-
minum wings exhibit. As the aircraft weight decreases throughout cruise, the shape of such a flexible wing dramati-
cally varies, making it more challenging to maintain optimum performance at any given flight condition.
Modern airplanes such as the Boeing 787 and Airbus A350 employ cruise flaps to improve performance. Ex-
ploiting the same principles, a related concept is the Variable-Camber Continuous-Trailing-Edge Flap (VCCTEF)
system proposed by Nguyen1 and further studied by Nguyen et al,2 Urnes et al,3 and Rodriguez et al.4 This concept
consists of an array of multi-segmented, rigid flaps that are distributed along most of the span of the wing. It is a
subset of the variable camber concept described by Spillman5 and is similar to that presented by Szodruch and
Hilbig.6 While these earlier concepts used trailing edge flaps segmented in the chordwise direction, the VCCTEF de-
sign also seals the gaps between span-adjacent flaps with an elastomer material to reduce local losses and noise. The
segmented flaps of the VCCTEF system also make it distinct from morphing trailing edge concepts such as the
Adaptive Compliant Trailing Edge7 and FlexSys system,8 where the entire flap and internal structure maintain a
smooth shape in both the chordwise and spanwise directions. Note that concurrent to the overall VCCTEF study,
Burdette et al.9 have studied similar morphing trailing edge geometries on the NASA Common Research Model10 by
conducting high-fidelity, aeroelastic analysis over an entire typical mission. 
In a previous work,4 a VCCTEF system on the NASA Generic Transport Model (GTM)11 was evaluated at sev-
eral off-design cruise conditions. The GTM wing was analyzed assuming a modern composite structure which
resulted in greater wing deformation than the nominal design. This “softened” GTM wing was redesigned using pre-
vious developed tools4, 12 at the mid-cruise point of a notional mission profile. The deflections of the VCCTEF sys-
tem were then optimized at three off-design conditions to evaluate the flap system’s effectiveness in improving per-
formance. Of these off-design conditions, the overspeed condition (3.8% greater than the design cruise Mach
number) in particular showed significant decrease in performance that could be mostly offset by re-optimizing the
flap system deflections. These initial results suggest that a distributed flap concept could be quite effective at miti-
gating increased transonic wave drag in overspeed flight conditions and motivate the present work. Since the flap
layout was fixed in the previous work, it is not clear how elaborate a distributed flap system must be to effectively
improve performance at an overspeed condition. Naturally, simpler flap systems are preferable for reduced complex-
ity and weight considerations. This uncertainty is investigated in the present work via a more thorough flap layout
trade study. Several flap system layouts with varying number of spanwise and chordwise segments are analyzed and
optimized at a typical overspeed condition. A sufficiently comprehensive flap layout trade study should provide
guidance to a designer on the tradeoff between added mechanical complexity and robust aerodynamic performance.
 II.  Methodology
The aerodynamic analysis and design tools used to complete the trade study of the distributed flap system are
identical to those used in past work.4 In this section, the static aeroelastic analysis method12 previously developed by
the authors is summarized. This method was then incorporated within a proven optimization framework13 to allow
for aerodynamic design that includes aeroelastic effects. This design optimization method was used to conduct the
trade study of the distributed flap system on the NASA Common Research Model (CRM).10 The methods used to
geometrically model the distributed flap system are also summarized.
A. Static Aeroelastic Analysis
A classic, loosely-coupled, iterative technique was used to conduct static aeroelastic analysis of transport wings
(Figure 1). The process begins by aerodynamically analyzing the baseline geometry and building a structural model
which fits within the outer mold line of the wing. The aerodynamic analysis is performed by an automated, inviscid,
cut-cell Cartesian method (Cart3D14). The wing aerodynamic load distribution is then transferred to the structural
model. A shell-beam finite element solver (BEAM15) calculates the structural response to the provided load distribu-
tion. The computed deformation of the wing is applied to the baseline geometry and the process is repeated until the
wing deformation shape converges, thus producing a consistent set of loads and deformations. The method has
proven to be robust, efficient, and typically converges in about 5-6 iterations, even on very flexible wings. Refer-
ence 12 provides full details along with verification and validation of the method on flexible transport wings.
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Figure 1.  Architecture of the static aeroelastic analysis method.
B. Aerodynamic Shape Optimization with Aeroelastic Effects 
The Cart3D design framework13 has been successfully used to perform aerodynamic shape optimization for
many problems, some of which are presented by Aftosmis,16 Wintzer,17 and Smith.18 The method uses a flow adjoint
solver to compute objective and constraint function sensitivities to user-defined design variables, allowing for the
use of efficient gradient-based optimization techniques. The framework has been shown to be very effective in opti-
mizing complex geometries in inviscid flow.
While the method has mostly been applied to rigid geometries, the authors have extended the framework to ac-
commodate static aeroelastic effects.4 With some minor enhancements, the aeroelastic analysis algorithm described
in Figure 1 has been used to perform aerodynamic shape optimization of flexible wings with a fixed structural lay-
out. The loosely-coupled analysis method was wrapped within an iterative loop as shown in Figure 2. In applying
this architecture, a baseline geometry is first analyzed with the aeroelastic analysis method (Figure 1) to compute the
deformed shape of the wing. This change in the wing shape due to aeroelastic effects is then held constant through-
out a subsequent aerodynamic shape optimization procedure. For any evaluation in the wing optimization, the shape
design variables (local wing twist or flap deflections in this work) are first applied to the undeformed wing. The
wing is then deformed according to the prediction of the aeroelastic analysis on the unoptimized wing. In other
words, within each aeroelastic design iteration, the twist distribution and flap deflections of the wing are optimized
while assuming the aeroelastic effects are constant.
Aeroelastic
Analysis
Aeroelastic 
Deformation Converged?
Stop
Optimized Undeflected 
Geometry
Aerodynamic 
Optimization
Baseline Undeflected 
Geometry
Yes
No
Figure 2. Architecture of the static aeroelastic design optimization method. The aeroelastic analysis block
(yellow) is the process in Figure 1.
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Of course, once the wing is optimized, the spanwise load distribution may be altered which modifies the de-
formed shape. The optimized wing is then analyzed again with the aeroelastic analysis tool, generating an updated
deformed shape. This outer loop repeats until the deformed shape and the aircraft performance converges, thereby
producing a wing design with near-optimal aerodynamic performance while modeling aeroelastic effects at the de-
sign flight condition. As will be shown later, this process has been observed to converge in just 3-4 outer loop itera-
tions, resulting in a very efficient design tool for flexible wings. A tacit assumption of this approach is that the aero-
elastic sensitivities are nearly linear. Nonlinearities in the effects of the aeroelastic deformation and thus induced
drag, for instance, are assumed to be minimal. More details on this design technique are given in Reference 4.
C. Modeling the Distributed Flap System 
Geometric modeling of a large number of separate flap segments and the elastomer material between them
presents an enormous challenge to traditional surface meshing techniques. A discrete surface model (required by the
aerodynamic analysis) must be able to smoothly stretch and bend just as the elastomer material would in reality. For-
tunately, 3-D soft-body animation tools are very accustomed to morphing geometric objects in a smooth and realistic
fashion. The Blender* discrete geometry modeler is an open-source tool, which has already been effectively used for
shape optimization19 and also with the aeroelastic analysis method.12 For this work, the Blender modeler has been
further enhanced to install a distributed flap system on a typical transport wing geometry. This augmented tool also
enables interactive or scripted deflection of each chordwise segment of each flap.
Blender provides many ways of deforming discrete geometry objects. In this instance, a skeletal metaphor is
employed to control the morphing of the surface mesh of a wing. By analogy, “bones” are armature elements bound
to the “skin” and as these bones rotate and move, the bound surface triangles move with them. The degree of influ-
ence of each bone can be set for each surface mesh point. For instance, a flap segment could be bound so that each
point within the flap boundary is completely under the influence of just one bone. But for the regions between flaps,
the bones of the neighboring flaps have different levels of influence on each surface point. These regions are then
able to mimic the physical behavior of the elastomer material. Figure 3 portrays an example deflection of flap bones,
along with the corresponding morphed surface. This deflection is exaggerated to clearly demonstrate how the flap
segments follow the bone rotations and the elastomer regions stretch to maintain a continuous trailing edge. More
details of this geometric modeling of distributed flaps on a discrete surface are given in Reference 4.
Figure 3.  Sample deflection of flap bones. Gold translucent bones show the original orientation.
 III.  Results
The methods presented in the previous section were applied to conduct a trade study on a distributed flap sys-
tem layout. While the previous work was performed on the GTM,20 the work presented here focuses on the more
modern CRM.10 Figure 4 illustrates this geometry that includes the fuselage, wing, and horizontal tail. The work
consists of two steps. First the wing is re-twisted for near-optimal aerodynamic performance at nominal cruise con-
ditions. Aeroelastic effects are addressed and the wing structure is designed to be about twice as flexible as the origi-
nal CRM design. Second, several flap layouts are installed on the re-twisted CRM wing. The deflection of these
flaps are then optimized at an overspeed, off-design flight condition. The results of the trade study are then
discussed.
* https://www.blender.org
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Figure 4.  CRM geometry including fuselage, wing, and horizontal tail.
A. Establishing a New Baseline 
According to Vassberg et al,10 the original CRM twist distribution was designed to perform well aerodynamical-
ly over a small range of flight conditions centered around the cruise point of Mach 0.85 with a lift coefficient of 0.5.
Constraints on wing thickness and spanwise loading were enforced during the design, presumably to accommodate
an internal structure though details were not presented in Reference 10. The original CRM geometry incorporates
the aeroelastic deformation at the design point which assumes a conventional aluminum structure. However, this
work assumes a much more flexible, composite wing structure that exhibits over twice as much wing tip deforma-
tion at the design point as the original design. The structural model used in this work was accordingly built to
produce that magnitude of tip deformation. This shell-beam structural model was arbitrarily constructed with linear-
ly tapering wing spar areas and web thicknesses and to fit within the outer mold line of the wing (for more details on
the structural model, see Reference 15). The resulting bending and torsional stiffness distributions of the structural
model are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5.  Bending and torsional stiffness distributions on highly flexible CRM wing.
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In previous work on the GTM, the weights of the engine, fuel, and structure itself were all included in the aero-
elastic analysis. Since the GTM was based on an actual aircraft design, the weights of these components were either
known or could be estimated rather easily. The CRM, on the other hand, is not a fully realized aircraft design since
its original purpose was to act as a validation platform for aerodynamic analysis methods.21 Hence, the weights of
these components are not known. Including these component weights is not crucial for this study since only the final
deformed shape is desired. Alternatively, one could assume these additional component weights are actually built
into the structural model used for this work.
To achieve near-optimal aerodynamic performance at cruise, the CRM wing jig-shape was re-twisted to create a
new baseline design. Note the jig-shape was first created by straightening out the original CRM wing geometry
which incorporated the cruise aeroelastic deformation. Aeroelastic effects were necessarily addressed in this re-
design by employing the methods summarized in Section II. In addition, as was done by Chen et al22 in their aerody-
namic shape optimization of the CRM, a longitudinal trim constraint was also enforced by allowing the design
method to alter the incidence of the horizontal tail. The center-of-gravity for this trim constraint was assumed to be
at 25% mean aerodynamic chord, which is also the reference point specified by Vassberg10 and used by Chen.22 The
optimization problem used to produce this new wing design can be summarized as follows:
minimize: CD (!, #w, it) (1)
subject to: CL (!, #w, it) = CL,cruise = 0.5
CM (!, #w, it) = 0! ≤ !max
where ! is the flight angle of attack, !max is the maximum allowable angle of attack (to enforce a reasonable con-
straint on cabin deck angle), #w is the twist distribution over the span of the wing, it is the incidence of the horizontal
tail, CD is the aircraft drag coefficient, CL is the lift coefficient, and CM is the pitching moment coefficient about the
reference point. In the end, this optimization is really just the classic problem of drag-minimization at fixed lift with
the added longitudinal trim constraint. For this work, !max is arbitrarily set to 3°.
For the redesign of the more flexible CRM wing, the design variables in the optimization problem included the
flight angle of attack to satisfy the lift constraint, the horizontal tail incidence to satisfy the pitching moment con-
straint, and the twist distribution of the wing. The twist distribution was varied discretely at the six spanwise stations
shown in Figure 6. Between these stations, the change in the wing twist was varied linearly, thus producing a piece-
wise linear change in the spanwise twist distribution of the original CRM wing. Note the results from Reference 4
suggested that the incidence of the wing at the side of the fuselage had a strong effect on the aerodynamic perfor-
mance of the generic transport. Consequently, the root incidence of the CRM wing was allowed to vary. Fortunately,
the CRM fuselage geometry includes a landing gear pod that has a relatively flat surface at the wing intersection,
which allows for some change in the wing root incidence with no loss in geometric integrity. The design framework
is also capable of handling this change in the wing root incidence since it can easily re-intersect the wing with the
fuselage.
Figure 6.  Spanwise stations (red profile curves) used as twist design variables in CRM wing optimization.
The aeroelastic design method shown in Figure 2 was applied to the problem stated in Eq. (1) to obtain an opti-
mized, highly flexible CRM wing design. The convergence of this design optimization problem is shown in Fig-
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ure 7. Recall that each point in the plot is a twist optimization with fixed wing deformation. The red curve shows the
inviscid drag resulting from each design optimization. Note that the drag drops about 10 counts and converges rather
quickly, reaching within 0.5% of its final value by the second design iteration. The blue curve shows the vertical
wing tip deformation from the jig shape at each design iteration. The final wing tip deformation is about 147 inches,
which is over 12% of the wing semispan. The tip deformation converged to within an inch of its final value in just
two design iterations. The convergence of the actual design variables, including the horizontal tail incidence, is
shown in Figure 8. This plot shows the design variables truly settle into their final values by the third design itera-
tion. Though not shown in the plot, the final angle of attack was the constrained value of 3°.
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Figure 7.  Convergence of highly flexible CRM design optimization at cruise.
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Computing accurate pitching moment values and gradients can be a challenge for high-fidelity aerodynamic
analyses. The downwash of the wing must be computed accurately from the wing trailing edge to the horizontal tail
since the tail has such a large effect on the pitching moment. Thus the pitching moment was the driving metric of the
computational mesh size necessary for effective design optimization. Meshes of 30-50 million cells were necessary
for each design iteration shown in Figure 7. For each aeroelastic design iteration, roughly 10-20 objective function
evaluations were needed. Typically in the first few aeroelastic design iterations (cycles with fixed deformation), the
design optimization process was not always fully converged to save computational resources. In fact, it was often
not necessary to tightly converge a fixed-deformation optimization until that deformation approached convergence
itself. With these large mesh sizes, a typical objective function and gradient evaluation required about 4-6 hours of
wall clock time on a modern shared memory machine using 256 processing cores.
The final change in twist distribution determined by this aeroelastic optimization is shown in Figure 9. Small
changes were needed near the root of the wing while significant increases in wing incidence were applied to the out-
board wing sections. This was expected as the increased flexibility and therefore deformation of a backward swept
wing decreases span loading near the tip. The aeroelastic optimization method reduced the CRM wing washout to
recover this loss in outboard wing lift. The lift distribution on the original CRM configuration but with the more
flexible structure is shown in Figure 10 along with that of the re-optimized wing. While the optimal wing loading for
a trimmed wing-fuselage-tail configuration is not truly elliptical,23 the lift distribution on the entire aircraft (black
circles in Figure 10) is closer to an elliptic lift distribution than the original CRM configuration (black triangles in
Figure 10) and is similar to the optimized trimmed lift distribution reported in Chen.22 Note that Chen was not able
to alter the wing-fuselage intersection in his work.
Recall that both the original and optimized CRM configurations were trimmed (zero pitching moment about the
reference point), and that the optimized wing exhibits increased lift on the outboard portion of the wing which is be-
hind the reference point. This increases the nose-down pitching moment induced by the wing that must be mitigated
by an increased nose-up moment from the tail. This is verified by the increased down force on the horizontal tail
shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows the pressure distributions on the original and optimized CRM configurations.
This figure suggests that the reduction in cruise drag may not be exclusively due to induced drag reduction. The op-
timized wing exhibits less wave drag on the inboard part of the wing as indicated by the weaker shocks. On the other
hand, the outboard wing shock is a bit stronger since it must carry more lift to compensate for the increased tip
deformation.
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Figure 9.  Change in twist distribution of highly flexible CRM wing optimized for cruise.
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Figure 10. Lift distribution on original and optimized CRM configurations with highly flexible structure at
cruise conditions (M∞ = 0.85, CL = 0.5).
Figure 11. Pressure distributions on original and cruise-optimized CRM configuration with highly flexible
wing structure (M∞ = 0.85, CL = 0.5).
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B. Flap Layout Trade Study 
An overspeed flight condition was chosen for the CRM trade study since Reference 4 suggested it would pro-
vide a great opportunity for a distributed flap system to deliver a significant increase in aerodynamic performance.
The overspeed condition selected assumed the aircraft had the same weight but was simply flying at a Mach number
of 0.88 (3.5% increase over the design cruise point) at the same cruise altitude. This overspeed condition would, for
example, reduce a 5 hour flight by roughly 10 minutes and perhaps overcome a gate arrival delay. Avoiding such a
delay could prove less costly to an airline than the extra fuel burned by flying faster. Flying the optimized aircraft
from Section A at increased speed at the same altitude lowers the cruise lift coefficient to CL = 0.467 but increases
inviscid drag by over 15 counts (Figure 7).
Recall that the purpose of this flap layout trade study was to help determine how complex a distributed flap sys-
tem would need to be in order to effectively improve the performance of the CRM flying at the higher Mach num-
ber. Starting with the newly re-optimized and highly flexible CRM wing presented in Section A, several distributed
flap layouts were installed and optimized at the overspeed condition. These layouts had varying numbers of chord-
wise segments and spanwise flaps. For the most of the work in Reference 4, the chordwise deflection of each seg-
ment of a flap was strictly enforced to be “circular”, meaning that each flap deflected the same amount relative to its
own hinge line. This deflection is illustrated in Figure 12. However, for the overspeed condition, this chordwise pat-
tern of flap deflection was overly restrictive and not effective at improving performance. Conversely, allowing inde-
pendent deflection of each chordwise segment during a design optimization did prove to be very effective in im-
proving performance by reducing wave drag. Therefore, for the trade study presented here, each segment of each
flap was allowed to deflect independently.
∆3 = 15°
∆2 = 10°
∆1 = 5°
Figure 12.  Example “circular” deflection of a flap with three chordwise segments.
Figure 13. Example distributed flap installation on CRM wing. This system has 8 spanwise flaps, each with
2 chordwise segments (dark and light blue elements). The gold-colored material is the elastomer.
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The GTM VCCTEF layout in Reference 4 had 16 spanwise flaps, each with 3 chordwise segments. The primary
goal of the present work is to determine how complex a flap system is actually needed to get a worthwhile benefit at
an overspeed condition. Hence, for this work, the number of spanwise flaps and the number of chordwise segments
was varied. An elastomer material was installed in any gap between neighboring flaps and the end flaps and wing. A
typical installation of the flap system is shown in Figure 13. The flap deflections in the illustration are somewhat
random and exaggerated simply for clarity in the image.
The first set of flap systems considered used only 4 spanwise flaps with 1-3 chordwise segments each. These are
depicted in Figure 14. The different shades of blue represent individual chordwise flap segments. Note the one-seg-
ment layout (4 x 1) is the simplest flap system considered in the entire trade study. Each layout in Figure 14 was op-
timized at the overspeed condition using the aeroelastic optimization procedure shown in Figure 2. The lift was con-
strained to the overspeed cruise value (CL = 0.4665) and the horizontal tail incidence was allowed to vary to
maintain trim in pitch (CM = 0). This optimization problem is identical to that specified in Eq. (1). However, in con-
trast to the design problem in Section A, the twist distribution was held constant and the deflection of each segment
of each flap was optimized.
The inviscid drag values as well as other performance metrics of these optimized configurations are shown in
Table I along with the performance of the baseline wing with no flaps. The drag from each optimized system is also
shown in Figure 15 as a bar chart for better visualization. First, note the significant decrease in drag (almost
4 counts) just by deflecting the 4 one-segment flaps (4 x 1). Secondly, note the two-segment flaps (4 x 2) improve
performance even more significantly (another 9 counts, for a total of 13 from the baseline). The trend does not con-
tinue, however, as the three-segment flaps (4 x 3) do not provide significant performance benefit over the two-seg-
ment flaps (about half a count). This is the first notable finding from this trade study. The one-segment flaps are ef-
fective but not nearly as effective as the two-segment flaps. Adding a third segment is not appreciably advantageous,
particularly when considering the added weight of another set of hinges and actuators. At this point, it makes sense
to understand why two-segment flaps perform so well.
Figure 14. Distributed flap systems studied with 4 spanwise flaps. Different shades of blue represent indi-
vidual flap chordwise segments while gold represents the elastomer between spanwise flaps.
Flap Layout Total LiftCoefficient
Tail Lift
Coefficient
Inviscid Drag
Coefficient
Pitching Moment
Coefficient
Wing Tip
Deformation (inches)
None 0.4665 -0.0409 0.01245 -0.0008 149.5
4 x 1 0.4666  -0.0386 0.01207 0.0000 142.8
4 x 2 0.4664 -0.0426 0.01113 -0.0005 140.7
4 x 3 0.4667  -0.0437 0.01107 0.0004 141.3
Table I. Overspeed performance of optimized CRM configurations with 4 distributed flaps with varying num-
ber of segments as compared to CRM with no flaps.
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Flap Layout Tip Deflection Drag No Flaps 4x1 4x2 4x3 8x1 8x2 12x2
No Flaps 150.06 0.012620 0.01245
4 x 1 142.84 0.012024 0.01207
4 x 2 140.71 0.011123 0.01113
4 x 3 141.26 0.011068 0.01107
8 x 1 143.52 0.012032 0.01206
8 x 2 0.01010
12 x 2 142.57 0.01095 0.01095
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Figure 15. Overspeed drag of optimized configurations with 4 spanwise flaps with varying number of seg-
ments as compared to CRM with no flaps.
The surface pressure contours on the wing with optimized flap settings are shown in Figure 16. The contours on
the wing with no flaps are also shown for comparison. The contours clearly show a weakening of the main shock as
flaps are deflected, particularly on the outboard part of the wing. Pressure distributions at the spanwise stations indi-
cated in Figure 16 are shown in Figure 17. For both stations, the single segment flaps are able to slightly weaken the
main wing shock which is likely the main source of drag reduction shown in Table I and Figure 15. The two-seg-
ment flaps are able to break this one strong shock into multiple weaker shocks, thus further reducing wave drag.
Note that while inviscid analysis has been employed, the fact that shocks are weakened as a result of optimizing the
flap deflections bodes well for confirmation via viscous analysis. Shock-induced separation should be delayed when
the flaps are deflected accordingly.
Cross-sectional geometries of the flap region for all the wings in Figure 16 are shown in Figure 18. Note the
similarity between the two- and three-segment flap deflected shapes, which explains the very similar performance.
The single-segment deflected flap geometry lies in between the no-flap and multiple-segment-flap geometries. All of
the deflected flap shapes effectively move the reflex of the airfoil toward the trailing edge. This is consistent with
supercritical airfoil design trends as Mach number increases. Simply put, the flap systems allow the airfoil sections
to morph towards shapes that perform better at higher Mach numbers, further verifying much of the improvement in
performance is due to a reduction in wave drag.
Figure 16. Pressure contours on CRM wing without and with 4-flap layouts each optimized for the overspeed
off-design condition.
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Figure 17.  Pressure distributions on optimized CRM wings with 4-flap systems at two span stations.
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Figure 18. Optimized 4-flap geometry at two wing span stations as compared to the no-flap geometry. The
vertical to horizontal scale is 4:1 for clarity.
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Figure 19.  Spanwise lift distributions on CRM with optimized 4-flap systems.
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In this inviscid analysis, the other source of drag computed is induced drag, which is a function of the spanwise
lift distribution. The lift distribution on each of the wings is shown in Figure 19. Since the optimal lift distribution
was not computed for the higher Mach number, the effects of the flap deflections on induced drag is not quantitative.
However, the similarity of lift distributions suggests minimal effect on induced drag when the total drag improve-
ments listed in Table I are considered. Also, note that pushing the trailing edge camber reflex backward increases the
nose-down pitching moment of the wing, forcing the horizontal tail to contribute more down force and thus increas-
ing induced drag. Clearly the optimized geometry has compromised on induced drag to reduce wave drag by a
greater amount.
The next step in the trade study was to increase the number of spanwise flaps. While on a real airplane this
would add weight for additional actuators and elastomer material, the performance benefits could be great enough to
overcome these disadvantages. Two 8-flap systems were created and optimized. These two systems have one (8 x 1)
and two (8 x 2) segments. A 3-segment system was not analyzed based on the results of the 4-flap systems. A 12-flap
system was also optimized. Based on the results of the 4-flap systems, only the 2-segment version (12 x 2) was built.
These three flap systems are depicted in Figure 20. The performance of these flap systems once optimized are given
in Table II along with some previous results for comparison. The drag of all of the optimized flap systems are pre-
sented in the bar chart of Figure 21. These results are not nearly as dramatic as what was seen by adding flap seg-
ments to the 4-flap systems. The 12-flap system was able to improve performance by a bit less than 2 counts when
compared to the 4-flap system with the same number of segments. In reality, the added complexity and weight of
tripling the number of flaps would likely overwhelm this small improvement gain. What this suggests is that induced
drag cannot be significantly improved in the the overspeed condition by adding more spanwise flaps. This is the sec-
ond major takeaway from the trade study. The result also suggests that perhaps fewer than 4 spanwise flaps may be a
viable option, at least for this off-design condition, particularly if the outboard flap spans are not identical as what
was done in this trade study.
Figure 20. Distributed flap systems studied with 8 or 12 spanwise flaps. Different shades of blue represent in-
dividual flap chordwise segments while gold represents the elastomer between spanwise flaps.
Flap Layout Total LiftCoefficient
Tail Lift
Coefficient
Inviscid Drag
Coefficient
Pitching Moment
Coefficient
Wing Tip
Deformation (inches)
None 0.4665 -0.0409 0.01245 -0.0008 149.5
4 x 1 0.4666  -0.0386 0.01207 0.0000 142.8
8 x 1 0.4665 -0.0388 0.01206 0.0000 143.5
4 x 2 0.4664 -0.0426 0.01113 -0.0005 140.7
8 x 2 0.4665 -0.0432 0.01106 -0.0009 142.9
12 x 2 0.4665 -0.0431 0.01099 0.0003 142.7
Table II. Overspeed performance of optimized configurations with distributed flaps as compared to no flaps.
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Flap Layout Tip Deflection Drag No Flaps 4x1 4x2 4x3 8x1 8x2 12x2
No Flaps 150.06 0.012620 0.01245
4 x 1 142.84 0.012024 0.01207
4 x 2 140.71 0.011123 0.01113
4 x 3 141.26 0.011068 0.01107
8 x 1 143.52 0.012032 0.01206
8 x 2 142.85 0.01106
12 x 2 142.57 0.01099 0.01099
In
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ag
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0.0100
0.0105
0.0110
0.0115
0.0120
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Flap Layout
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 1
Figure 21. Overspeed drag of optimized configurations with distributed flaps as compared to no flaps. Simi-
lar colors have the same number of spanwise flaps, while similar patterns have the same number of
segments (except for the no flaps case).
The pressure contours on the wings with optimized 2-segment flap deflections are shown in Figure 22, while
pressure distributions at 48% and 83% semispan on these wings are given in Figure 23. Note the very similar con-
tours and pressure distributions no matter how many spanwise flaps are used. This is consistent with the small dif-
ference in actual aerodynamic performance. The spanwise lift distributions for these optimized wings are presented
in Figure 24. Once again, the differences here are small, presenting a consistent result that for this overspeed condi-
tion, relatively few spanwise flaps are necessary to achieve appeciable gains in aerodynamic performance.
Figure 22.  Pressure contours on CRM wing with no and 2-segment layouts each optimized for overspeed.
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Figure 23.  Pressure distributions on optimized CRM wings with 2-segment flap systems at two span stations.
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Figure 24.  Spanwise lift distributions on CRM with optimized 2-segment flap systems.
For reference, the flap deflections on the optimized 4-flap, 2-segment wing are shown in Figure 25. The magni-
tude of the deflections (up to about 2°) are typical for all of the optimized deflections of each layout considered in
the trade study. The effective change in geometry is subtle but clearly effective at these high transonic Mach
numbers.
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Figure 25.  Deflections on 4 x 2 flap system optimized for overspeed. Positive angles are downward.
 IV.  Future Work
The results from the trade study presented in this work were rather conclusive for the overspeed flight condi-
tion. But these results were generated using an inviscid aerodynamic analysis. Re-computing the performance gains
with a viscous analysis (such a RANS solver) could verify the results of the trade study. While Euler analysis at the
cruise condition where very little separated flow is expected is often sufficient, double-checking these results with a
viscous analysis would be worthwhile.
Of course, flying 3% faster than the cruise design point is not the only off-design condition a commercial trans-
port may encounter or for which it must be designed. There are other off-design conditions that can be addressed by
distributed flaps and doing so could have a major impact on the design of the aircraft. For instance, most aircraft
must be designed for a maneuver case, where the aircraft must produce lift equal to say one and a half times its full
weight. Such a flight condition is often the limiting case for the structural design. As has been shown before in many
works such as that by Lebofsky,24 distributed flaps can be used to offload the outboard portion of the wing thus
reducing the wing root bending moment. If the maneuver case is indeed the limiting design point for the wing, the
structure of a wing with distributed flaps could be significantly lighter which would have tremendous impact on the
aircraft design overall. While the wing area is often set by the takeoff flight condition (CL,max), the aspect ratio is of-
ten limited by structural weight considerations. Lowering the wing weight could allow for a higher aspect ratio and
thus improved cruise performance.
Using distributed flaps to reduce the wing structural weight clearly has an effect on several systems of the entire
aircraft. Performing a trade study with a fixed structural model as was done for the overspeed case would not be suf-
ficient. The structural design would have to be varied as well which means a complete aerostructural design capabil-
ity would need to be applied. Also, inviscid analysis may not be sufficient either. Increased loading on the wing may
induce flow separation, which obviously cannot be accurately predicted with an Euler solver. Hence, any future dis-
tributed flap study on the maneuver condition would benefit from viscous aerodynamic analysis. A viscous flow
solver would also be useful at other flight conditions such as takeoff and landing. These are just some of the prob-
lems that could be tackled to further identify the potential benefits and drawbacks of distributed flap systems.
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 V.  Conclusions
A flap layout trade study was conducted on a highly-flexible CRM configuration that consisted of the fuselage,
wing, and horizontal tail. The trade study goal was to determine the complexity of a full-span, distributed flap sys-
tem that is necessary to provide meaningful aerodynamic performance benefits at an overspeed cruise flight condi-
tion. The number of spanwise flaps considered was 4, 8, or 12, where each flap consisted of up to three chordwise
segments. The deflection of each flap segment was optimized for minimum drag while maintaining cruise lift and
longitudinal trim. Comparing the results from each optimization with the same number of spanwise flaps showed
that while one-segment flaps provide some performance benefit (roughly 4 counts), two-segment flaps were found
to be particularly effective at reducing wave drag (a total of about 13 counts). Adding a third segment, however, did
not provide significant benefit over the two-segment flap, no matter how many spanwise flaps were implemented.
Comparing the results from the flap systems with the same number of segments but different number of spanwise
flaps revealed different results. The 12-flap system did not produce significant benefit (less than 2 counts of drag)
over even the 4-flap system, suggesting that systems that are simpler in the spanwise direction may be sufficient for
the overspeed off-design condition. These results also suggest that for the overspeed condition, induced drag is ei-
ther already near the optimum or cannot be significantly improved with these flap systems. In other words, wave
drag seems to be the major driver in terms of determining the necessary complexity of a distributed flap system for
the overspeed condition. This conclusion is supported by the fact that the downward force on the horizontal tail actu-
ally increased as overall drag decreased with every flap system studied. The overall conclusion of this work is that a
distributed 4-flap, two-segment system is the simplest installation studied that can provide significant performance
benefit for a highly flexible version of the CRM cruising at an overspeed condition.
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